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BACKGROUND 
Once a leader in recycling, Michigan currently trails other states with only a 15% recycling rate (U.S. 
average is 34%). The Department of Environment, Great Lakes & Energy (EGLE) engaged Güd 
Marketing to develop a statewide recycling education and engagement initiative to increase both the 
quantity and quality of material that is recycled in Michigan. Launched in June 2019, the “Know It Before 
You Throw It” education campaign features the Recycling Raccoon Squad, a six-member team of 
recycling ambassadors who teach Michigan residents how to recycle properly. Growing in popularity 
within the state, the raccoons have taken over social media channels with their educational facts and 
quirky recycling tips. Each raccoon is a “master” of a stream of recycling – from plastics, cardboard and 
glass to metal, paper and other items. They have their own personas, with a Spotify playlist to match! 

RESEARCH 
When looking for ways to uniquely position our raccoon squad and their recycling messages, the 
popularity of America’s favorite TV show, The Masked Singer, captured our attention. The Masked Singer 
is a nationwide TV phenomenon where celebrities compete in a singing competition while wearing 
elaborate costumes, keeping their identity a secret. Knowing that the audiences of the show love animal 
costumes, we knew we could capture people’s attention by creating an innovative connection to our 
recycling raccoon squad. Working with our media partner, Lansing’s FOX47 – the host station of The 
Masked Singer – they confirmed the show’s audience was made up of primarily Michigan homeowners – 
the key audience for our recycling campaign.  

PLANNING/EXECUTION 
As Thingamajig, Butterfly, Dog and other Masked Singer characters were singing their hearts out on 
stage, the Recycling Raccoons were having their own dance-offs on Twitter. Theses dance-offs would air 
during the one-hour and two-hour LIVE shows, prompting Michiganders to vote for their favorite raccoon 
performance. FOX47 also promoted the dance-off during commercial breaks of the show. The voting 
occurred using Twitter’s new “conversational ads” where they would see the dance-off videos in their 
newsfeed and be able to vote in the tweet itself by clicking on the raccoons’ hashtag. Each vote would 
automatically retweet to their followers prompting them to do the same. The tweet was posted organically 
and ran as an ad during the LIVE show to everyone tweeting about #TheMaskedSinger.  

For the ads, Güd Marketing filmed each the raccoons doing a unique recycling dance move, and our 
video team edited them side-by-side for these head-to-head competitions. Stills were created to promote 
the dance-off organically on Twitter, Facebook and Instagram prior to LIVE show. Based on the voting 
outcome, we created a GIF of the winning raccoon’s dance move to accompany the announcement of the 
winners each night. The social team also was on-hand responding promptly to voters during the LIVE 
shows. The total budget for this effort was $8,000. 

RESULTS 
Due to the popularity of the “Masked Singer” effort, FOX47 asked the Recycling Raccoons to be their 
special guest judges during its LIVE “Twitter Parties.” This increased our reach by tapping into FOX47’s 
social media followers. Our raccoons would tweet about each of the Masked Singer performances and F 
FOX47 would retweet and comment on these posts. FOX47 would also promote our dance-off 
competition on-air and via their social channels as entirely earned media. In fact, FOX was so 
enthusiastic about this tactic that the marketing department created a 10-second on-air promo for free 
that aired multiple times daily on regular programming during the entire week.  

The Recycling Raccoon dance-offs received 273,468 impressions and over 97,740 engagements* from 
three broadcasts of the two-hour-long show. More than 20,000 of those voting for their favorite recycling 
raccoon commented on how much they enjoyed the tie-in to their favorite show. (*Impressions and 
engagements do not include earned media metrics garnered through our partnership with FOX47 Twitter Parties.) 


